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Abstract
Children’s Literature is one of the most ground-breaking and spellbinding
literatures focussing primarily for the young people. Encompassing a wide spectrum
of genres – orally transmitted fables, stories, folktales, picture books, easy-to-read
stories, poems, fantasy fictions and the inclusion of world classics, it has gained
immense significance today. The recent years have witnessed a radical change in the
outlook of this Literature - marching from just being the concern of a few fervent
individuals to the status of principal focal point of many seminars, conferences and
researches. Pertaining to this field, in India it is heartening to note that it has
developed its own uniqueness, which promotes national pride and culture of the
nation. New writing talent of fresh young generation has emerged to cater to the
sensibilities of the post liberalised era. As kids of today born in a multimedia
environment, they tend to concentrate on texts that combine adventure, quest and
fantasy. Rising up to the current challenges of the Twenty First century, Roopa Pai – a
promising Indian writer in the arena of Children’s fantasy fiction, feeds the need of
the young one’s pursuit for fantasy, with her TARANAUTS series (2009-2013) –
India’s First Fantasy series in this millennium. The present paper proposes to exhibit
the latest appendage of the multi-faceted dimensions of Children’s Literature in India,
by tracing the expedition of this genre from its rich oral traditions of stories to the
modern digitalised text-books.
KEYWORDS: Orality, Stories, Fantasy Fictions in India.
India is a rich storehouse of oral traditions and flourished with the abundance
of stories from Puranas and Epics. In the augumentation of Children’s Literature in
India, stories – by word of mouth - find a strong basis for the upbringing of this genre.
The ancestors of India came to recognise story as an ideal tool to impart knowledge
and wisdom and to contour the idyllic attitude in accordance with the social values. It
actually prepares a moral code for children that guide their interpersonal relationship
and capabilities to deal with reality. And thereby grew a rich tradition of story telling
in the form of folk tales, myths and legends to reflect morals and wisdom of India.
Hence, in this glorious past, Kathakalakshebhem were held under the trees or in the
temples. The stories were drawn from the great epics, folk lores, and the history of
great emperors, through which they impose heroism, strength, folly of pride and
passion, tragedy of deceit and the triumph of nobility and the virtue to the young
children. These verbalised stories which begun in the childhood, persists to lay a
strong foundation to nuture, educate and to entertain them. Though the core of these
stories is bardic in nature, it is preserved and handed over from one generation to the
other which has formed a strapping root to the enlargement of Children’s Literature.
In the process of proliferation, this genre is laden with the overwhelming urge
to impose moral values on children through stories. Panchatantra – a collection of
short stories loaded with worldly wisdom - holds a prime place in this regard. Another
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popular compilation is Kathasaritsagar by Som Dev - consisting of tales from
Rigveda, Betal Pachchisi and many original narratives. Narayan Bhatt’s Hithopadesh
and Kshemendra’s Brhatkhatha too occupies a predominant position in the arena of
stories. Furthermore, Jataka Tales embellishes the traditional field, with its anecdotes
of rare perceptions based on the previous birth of Lord Buddha. Apart from these rich
reservoirs of fables, the most popular and perennial sources of tales are taken from the
Great Epics – Ramayana and Mahabharata, the gems of oral literature. Standing with
the test of time, these stories have not lost their charm even today. They will continue
to interest generations and be a splendid resource to many stories, which can be
rightly termed as the legacy literature. Therefore in the ancient India, Children’s
Literature firmly locates its crux from epics and puranas, and outshines in the art of
story telling.
In the medieval time, the literature for children has sturdily begun to flourish
across the country. The rich metaphor and imagery, the original approach and
sophisticated structure of the oral and written traditions of stories have verily reflected
in retellings and adaptations in a refined manner. It can also be claimed as an age of
transformation or metamorphosis in the domain of pictorial literature for children in
India. Urdu stalwarts like Amir Khusrow and Mirza Ghalib have pioneered this field
with their illustrations in verse.
The invasion of the British Empire on the Indian soil endorses this genre to
gain currency transversely. After the influx of English language, literature never did
remain the same, in the modern India. Several translations have opened up a new path
to the progression of this genus. This epoch has also witnessed the flourishing of
regional Children’s Literature in all Indian languages as well as in English language
with full vigour and mass acceptance. The master pieces of the promising writers such
as Sukumar Ray, Sathyajit Ray, Rabindranath Tagore, R.K.Narayan, Ashokamitran,
Basheer, Salman Rushdie, Vikram Seth and Ruskin Bond have engulfed the attention
of the young and the old at different levels, in divergent voices. While these writers
embrace a vast variety of themes in their fictions and short stories, some other writers
have penned down their talent in other genres such as poetry, drama, non-fiction and
travelogues. For instance, Bilathi Visesham by K.P. Kesava Menon is a travelogue for
children; in Bengali Aabol taabol – a ‘nonsense verse’ is recognised and
acknowledged by the children and the plays by Vijay Tendulkar grabed the attention
in Marathi. The list is fairly overwhelming with the gifted illustrators, ‘more than the
writers for children in India’, such as Mickey Patel, Pulak Biswas and Badri Narayan.
In the post independence eon, this ‘juvanile literature’ has perceived a steep
escalation and expansion across the continent. The political awakening was followed
by a cultural renaissance. The Indian identity gained prominence and the sense of
Indianness acquired a new magnitude and significance to this genre. Consequently
Indian writers for the young minds strived hard to stamp their individuality, along
with the emerging publishers. In this occasion, Children’s Literature has broadened its
horizons by the crucial roles played by the publishers. Among the revolutionary
efforts of the publishing houses, Children’s Book Trust (CBT), founded by the
renowned cartoonist K.Shankar Pillai in 1957 and the Government owned National
Book Trust (NBT) have clung to a leading place in the publishing zone, which has
produced the first truly ‘indigenous picture books’.
Other organisations such as Thomson Press, Nehru Pustakalaya, the
Publications Division of the Indian Government, Hemkunt Press, National Council for
Educational Training and Reasearch (NCERT), Vikas Publishing House, India Book
House (IBH), Penguin India and Rupa and Co have figured in the publication of
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children’s books. Their attempts have been sporadic and varied. Steadily, apart from
bringing out quality picture books like Amar Chitra Katha series, they have widened
the assortment of books by embarking on subjects that caters to the need of science,
technology, ecology, information and Indian Heritage. Besides the concern for
education and moral development for children, these publishers endeavoured to make
reading as an enjoyable, entertaining and satisfying experience.
Incorporating myriads of themes in its variety of sub-genres, Children’s
Literature in India has really reached its pinnacle in the post liberalised era. India has
transformed through a series of adaptations in outlook, accomplishment and ideals,
which have been echoed in this literature. Books for children have changed from
simple stories that are rich in morals and traditions to those that reflect the new
shifting society with scientific treasure of knowledge.
Apart from the renowned figures like Ruskin Bond and Salman Rushdie, a
fresh wave of writers and publishers has begun to hit the young minds and has won
many international acclaims. New publishing houses have sprouted and blossomed,
and spread its fragrance across the country like Tara and Tulika. Some of them have
revamped their approach to expand the range. For instance, Chandamama underwent
a content overhaul by the inclusion of contemporary writings in 2008. And in the
same year, Amar Chitra katha has acquired a major stake in Karadi Tales – a
publishing house that brings out audio picture books, which is an innovative measure
to spellbind the visually challenged children.
From the old staple of retold folktales and myths, several genres have brought
to limelight with new shimmers. Realistic fiction - deals with existing issues,
problems and dilemmas of children - has garnered serious attention. Notable works
like Sigrun Srivastav’s The Ghost Rider of Darbhanga (1989), A Moment of Truth
(1991) and Grin and Bear it Abhy (1994) have a strong insight into the concerns of
childhood days. And Devika Rangachari’s Growing Up (2002) is yet another
authentic depiction of contemporary middle class survival, which has been nominated
in the International Board on Books for Young People in Switzerland. Science fiction
– seizing the attention of all minds – is robustly imprinted its mark by the ingenious
ventures of writers such as Dilip Salwi’s The Story of Zero (1988), The Robots are
Coming (1989) and Fire on the Moon (1994). Payal Dhar’s fascinating A Shadow in
Eternity (2005) drives this genre towards further immaculate directions.
Very firmly, in the midst of the innumerable range of fictions, ‘fantasy fiction’
engulfs the mind of the readers. However, in the contemporary age, the alluring term
‘Fantasy’ cast its spell, wherever it steps in - profoundly made its beguile mark on art,
literature, science, films, music, paintings and video games. Having found a home for
itself in almost every medium, it is in Children’s literature, it plants its flag vibrantly
on several provinces. Fascinating and enticing the mind of the reader/audience,
fantasy has made an everlasting impact and it has been the soul that enlivens the spirit
of enthrallment in Children’s Literature.
How does fantasy fiction appeal to the young mind in India? Children’s
curiosity, their thirst for knowledge, their questioning and seeking mind perceive no
limits. They find the courage to venture into the realm of unknown. Their eyes see
more than what actually happens in the real world. The inquisitive nature of them
goes beyond certain physical phenomena. In the fully-equipped technological world,
their pursuits know no bounds, irrespective of regions of knowledge. When striding
out to the land of Fantasy, certainly they expand their perspective by getting
acquainted with the ‘unfamiliar’ or mystic happenings. To feed this need for the
fantasy-appetite of modern children’s mindset, there emerged a long array of writers,
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which includes Kalpana Swaminathan’s The Adventures of Prince Teentang (1994),
Nilima Sinha’s Rishabh in the Land of the Flying Magicians (2002), Deepa Agarwal’s
Anita and the Game of Shadows (2002) – takes a group of children on an adventurous
journey into two different fantasy worlds. Adventures in Moneypur (2006) by Swapna
Mirashi is an astoundingly innovative work for children.
After the craze set by Harry Potter series, children and young people hunts for
‘fantasy fiction series’ with a sense of ‘Indianness’. At this juncture, there sprouted the award winning author of Children’s Book Trust - Roopa Pai with her first
endeavour of fantasy fiction series in India –Taranauts series (2009-2013) to quench
the thirst of Indian young minds’ alternate world.
Roopa Pai, the Bangalore based author, explained that fantasy fiction is the
ultimate escape, especially from the meticulous of writing for Indian kids in English.
It is fun to go into a world far removed from the real world. As fantasy stories are
capturing the imagination of kids, she asserts that children have always enjoyed
adventure and fantasy stories for centuries. The author claims “There is a fantasy flu
going around”, and herself reasoned out, “all children are attracted to fantasy because,
they get to live an imaginary life through it.”[1] Writing for children, Roopa Pai
admits, “I love kid’s books writing. I don’t have patience with most adult fiction –
sometimes I think I have a bit of alien blood in me!”[1] This might be the reason why
the author has endeavoured into outer space in her latest series of fantasy.
Roopa Pai’s eight-part series explores the Universe of Mithya, where children
get to visit eight different worlds- Shyn, Dazl, Lustr, Glo, Syntilla, Shimr, Sparkl and
Glytr. So quite literally, this fantasy series can be claimed as an alternative universe
entirely set out of this world. As is the norm of the genre, there is an impending doom,
since evil has struck. However, the path to disempowering the enemy is not through
battles and bloodshed, but through problem solving. Fast-paced and filled with colour
and action, this adventure series chauffeur the readers to a lively ride of riddles and
word games.
The story is set in the fictional universe of Mithya made up of eight planets
that float around Kay Laas in the endless sea, Dariya. Kay Laas is the abode of benign
Emperaza Shoon Ya who rules over the eight planets. Each of these planets gets light
from four of the thirty two stars of the supersun, Tara. Shaap Azur, the evil twin of
Emperaza Shoon Ya, captures all the stars of Tara, and he plunges Mithya into
darkness. To free these stars, Shaap Azur hides four riddles on each of the eight
planets and challenges the Mithyakins (the people of Mithya) to solve the puzzles.
Shoon Ya selects Zvala, daughter of fire, Tufan, son of the wind, and Zarpa, daughter
of SuperSerpent Shay Sha to solve all riddles and bring light to Mithya. He declares
them as Taranauts, who are going to accomplish the task of emancipating the
Tarasuns from the cruel clutches of Shaap Azur by cracking the riddles and many
‘brain storming’ adventures.
Taranauts Series captivates the mind of the readers by the riddles, puzzles,
brain teasers and mazes. In this feature, this series exactly fits in the modern age and
differs from other fantasy stories. Certainly the prevailing theme of each fantasy story
will be the ‘Good conquers Evil’- either by the magical power or by the extra ordinary
skill of the protagonist. But, here the mind challenging riddles and puzzles spin the
difference and arrest the attention of the young brains. This attribute of this series
certainly claims the uniqueness among other fantasy series in the world.
In each of the book, there are four riddles; cracking by which the Taranauts
can light up the respective world immediately. Author certainly catches the pulse of
the reader by setting those mazes and puzzles and crafting a fine tapestry of
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uniqueness in the expedition of Indian Fantasy series. The intricacy of these riddles
getting tougher by each book. And this generates curiosity and mounts the
expectations of math-lovers. For instance, the first riddle in the first book Taranauts:
The Quest for the Shyn Emeralds is as follows:
Friendship is often
Called Amity too
And an H – the universe
Will come to you
If you solve the riddle right
It will vanish out of sight. (77)
Zvala the brain of Taranauts cracks by scramling the letters of Amity and “she yelled
with delight ‘Mithya’.” (78)
Distinctive trait of this series is that the incidents, settings and characters are
depicted with Indianness. When an Indian child reads an Indian author, there exists a
tone of familiarity and this comfort zone creates a strong affinity between the reader
and the text. The inspiration from Hindu mythology and the Indian frame of reference
differentiate and define the Taranauts series. Shuk Tee (the name of the most
intelligent person on Mithya) comes from Shakti, and the abode of the Emperaza
Shoon Ya in Kay Laas derived from Mount Kailash. The names of the characters
clearly indicate the influence of Hindu mythology: Zvala (fire), Zarpa (snake) and
Tufan (wind).
Creating an entirely new fantasy world, Mithya has made the author to mine
Indian mythology and tradition for her plot. This feature allows the adult readers to
comprehend the story with mythological references. Pertaining to the young minds,
the names in this series thrill their exhilaration and quenching their thirst of finding
‘new’ and ‘different’ in every sphere, they wish to experiment. In this regard, Roopa
Pai herself explains, “Adults will pick up on a lot of clues, beginning with the names
of characters and places; but to kids it’ll sound alien and cool.”[2]
Taranauts - the chief characters around whom the plot revolves, Zvala, Zarpa
and Tufan – are gifted with special abilities. On Lustr, Sparkl and Shyn lives these
three young mithyakins, whose destiny is to save their Universe from the clutches of
the horrible Shaap Azur. Each one of them has a special power. Zvala – the child of
fire, can burn anything in her path and make people feel warm and cozy. From the
world of Shyn, she has been regarded as the ‘brain’ of their operation. She turns all
red, when she wants to use fire’s awesome ability. Her second priority besides saving
Mithya is her own beauty.
Zarpa - the child of ShaySha, SuperSerpent - can elongate her body in
different shapes. From the world of Sparkl, She is always appears to be very
responsible and subsides the dispute between Zvala and Tufan. Being the lover of
animals, she is very athletic. Regarding her exceptional power, the author hints in
Taranauts: The Quest for the Shyn Emeralds:
She was so good at twisting her body into all kinds of fantastic
postures on the Mulkum pole, and enjoyed it so much, that her
schoolmates were always begging her to stay back and help them…
she was moving at zipspeed, which meant she was zigging and zagging
and sort of sliding along the ground. (16)
And Tufan – the child of wind, can cause up a hurricane and blow everything
in his path or make a gentle breeze. When he travels over water, it evaporates and
accumulates in his body. Later, when there is a shift in temperature, he rains. His rain
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can cool and even boost up a tired person. With these bestowed ‘mithyakins’, this
fantasy series vividly depicts their mission of rescuing the eight worlds of Mithya.
The paranormal abilities such as mind control and telepathy are depicted
through these three brave Mithyakins. They are trained by Achmentor Achalmun,
Achmentor Dummaraz and Twon D’ung to acquire these qualities. As Shuk Tee
explains to the Taranauts in Taranauts: The Riddle of the Lustr Sapphires:
Achmentor Achalmun will introduce you to the power of the mind. He
will test your intelligence, and help you to sharpen it. He will challenge
you with mind-benders and brain-teasers, logic puzzles and Mithmaths,
Taratongue scrambles and optical illusions. (21)
With these tutors, they gain the power of mind control, by which they are able to meet
out the scary challenges and finally reaching their goals.
Taranauts are adeptly created characters, who often surprise the reader with
their actions or thoughts. The focus is on the characters’ psychological development,
rather than on the physical action of plot. They are often faced with supremely
difficult and complex decisions that they must ponder for a time. Significantly, the
central attention of the work relies mainly on Taranauts’s exploration of cracking the
riddles and their mission of achieving their tasks.
Regarding the characterisation, the author herself explains “Unlike the Harry
Potter series where the hero actually grows up over several books, the action here
happens in a small time frame”. She also states, “The central characters - Zvala, Zarpa
and Tufan - have grown up in terms of experience. Any challenge which a child
comes through triumphant definitely changes him… in that sense they are older, wiser
and confident.”[3]
As it holds the unique place in Indian fantasy series, it has multi-folded
features which appeals directly to the children – imparting scientific facts, mind
storming effects of brain teasers, entertains through fantasy world, where everything
is new, exciting the reader by the spine-chilling adventures and the coinage of new
words. On linquistic grounds this series coins new words as it is entirely set in fantasy
world. Author’s dexterity in new-fangled words excells in each book. However,
Mithya is purely imaginative, everything has a different name. For instance, ‘minutes’
are ‘dinglings’, ‘fantastic’ becomes ‘mastastic’, ‘maharani’ is ‘marani’, ‘emperor’
turns into ‘emperaza’– it is like reading a whole different language. And also it sets a
fine balancing act of imagination with the equivalent words.
Written in a breezy style, it appeals to the minds of the children. Packed with
chilling, exciting, heart-stopping adventures, humour and idiosyncrocies are generally
peppered throughout the books. Fast-paced and filled with colour and action, this
series takes its readers on a lively ride of riddles and word games. Author’s love of
science and puzzles, both of which come into the Taranauts books quite strongly. She
combines humour and imagination to come up with names with a twist for interesting
things. Young ones who love to escape into their imaginary worlds will love this
adventure series.
To encapsulate, Roopa Pai’s Taranauts series has proved to be a harbinger to
fetch the field of Indian fantasy fiction to the forefront of international credit.
Furthermore, it functions as a key to unlock the gateways of new-fangled prefecture
of Indian Children’s Literature. Hence, in the recent decades, this genre has marked
imperative growth through the prolific endeavours of many inspiring litterateurs and
aspiring publishers thereby ameliorate Children’s Literature in India to the Universal
reputation.
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